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OVERVIEW 

For several years, large companies have been facing a growing number of licensing audits from 

software vendors. While, in general, companies tend to consider these audits to be legitimate, 

the practice is often seen as aggressive, and sometimes even as a starting point for a trade 

negociation. 

It is in this context that Software Asset Management has become a widespread practice in large 

companies, who want to organise and equip themselves in order to follow through their 

engagements, avoid penalties and fraud, reduce costs, rationalise expenditure and optimise 

negotiations with editors. 

This approach can now be completed by selling software on the secondary market, which has 

been around since 2005 in Germany and Great Britain, and is now growing in Europe, thanks to 

a judgment made by the European Court of Justice on July 3rd 2012. The decision states that, in 

the 28 countries of the EU, businesses with unused licences (over-licensing, due to migrations, 

M&A, downsizing, liquidation, etc.) can sell them, and those who are interested in costs 

reducing can buy second hand software. 

The secondary market offers solutions to many software-related issues: 

 Reducing budgetary pressure ; 

 Simplifying licensing models ; 

 Having a comprehensive view and a working knowledge of the software base ; 

 Reducing risks of non-conformity ; 

 Re-balancing relations with editors. 

CIGREF has chosen to explore this emerging topic with SOFTCORNER – a French Startup 

incubated by the Université Paris Dauphine and Telecom Sud-Paris – in order to describe the 

legal framework of the secondary software market, and to clarify the stakes (opportunities and 

risks) for large companies. 

The following white paper presents the secondary market, explains what second-hand software 

is, explores the applicable legal framework, outlines the buying and selling procedures through 

practical examples, and concludes on the impact that this market evolution could have for the 

players of the ecosystem. 



 

 

CIGREF, a Network of Major Corporations, is an association created in 

1970. It brings together over one hundred major French corporations and 

organisations from all sectors (banking, insurance, energy, distribution, 

industry, services…). CIGREF’s goal is to promote digital culture as a source 

of innovation and of performance.  
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PREFACE 

The digital transformation is disrupting business models and corporate culture. As CIGREF 

showed in its last publication Business 2020: Stakes and Challenges, this transformation is 

affecting the way businesses operate, their organisation, their processes, their teams and 

their governance. Digital strategy has become a necessity, and its execution requires 

appropriate management as well as commitment to change. 

Digital technology is not solely the domain of IT, nor can it be reduced to e-business, digital 

marketing or digital clients. Digital technology covers businesses as a whole, concerns all the 

business functions (General Management, Finance, Risks, Purchasing, Human Resources and 

IT amongst others), and is part of a global approach and governance framework. 

Due to the transversal nature of digital technology, all the different business functions need 

to cooperate and focus on achieving digital objectives, as laid out by the digital strategy. 

Digital governance is necessary, and resources need to be allocated in order to promote 

innovation, to maximise value creation and to optimise risk management. 

These last two points touch on a kind of asset that has long been neglected by businesses, 

but is particularly well suited for optimisation: software. There are several reasons that 

explain why this domain has so far been neglected: 

 Purchasing policies that are steered by business operation’s needs, and often 

decentralised ; 

 The lack of a unified administration solution to efficiently manage the growing 

complexity of software assets, itself due to: 

o The variety and complexity of licensing models ; 

o The environments’ virtualisation ; 

o The metrics evolution; 

 The relative laxity of editors about the conformity of software use in exchange for 

large, and often oversized, purchases. 

 

But recently, large companies have been subject to a rapidly growing number of licensing 

audits from software vendors. Moreover CIGREF has noticed that: 

 The rise in licensing audits since 2009 tends to correspond to the falling revenues of 

certain software publishers following the 2008 crisis, and the emergence of Cloud 

Computing, which has disrupted editors’ economic models. 

 The number of licensing audits seems to depend on trade volume and revenue with 

clients: the non-renewal (or change of contract type) and/or the decommissioning of 

software seem to systematically entail editor inspections. 
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Editors are naturally looking for renewed growth, and legitimately want to exercise their 

authors’ rights. However, their actions are creating significant financial risks for firms of all 

sizes that can easily rise into the millions of euros. In parallel, IT Departments are under 

growing pressure to reduce expenditure, all while having to face ever more challenges. 

Representing between 20 and 40% of IT budgets, software is naturally at the heart of today’s 

business stakes. 

Software Asset Management (SAM) has therefore become a business necessity, as 

companies build up a vast number of licences, and as workplaces evolve, notably with 

increased mobility and BYOD. 

Moreover, a recent event has made SAM particularly attractive: the sale of second-hand 

software has been legalised in Europe by the European Court of Justice. By allowing 

businesses to sell their unused licences and purchase others at reduced prices, this legal 

development has made software licensing the latest unexploited business optimisation, and 

has opened up new opportunities for return on investment. 

The wide legal scope of this decision, and the creation of a second-hand software market, 

are generating many new opportunities and alternatives for businesses, in a context where 

the balance of power needs readjusting. What changes will this new possibility entail? How 

will businesses adapt to this new form of software management whilst maintaining good 

relations with editors? 

These questions and context evolutions are what have brought CIGREF and SOFTCORNER – 

the first French Startup specialising in buying and reselling software licences in the EU – to 

coproduce this White Paper, in the aim of providing legal clarification to users of the 

secondary software market, as well as exploring the opportunities and risks for businesses. 

Pascal BUFFARD 

CIGREF’s chairman 

Habibou M’BAYE 

SOFTCORNER’s CEO  
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1. THE SECONDARY MARKET AT THE SERVICE OF IT DEPARTMENTS 

1.1. Software, a key issue for IS departments 

1.1.1. Budgetary pressure and rising software expenditure 

Over the last decade, IT investment budgets have been 

quickly increasing:  

 

Figure 1. Businesses and administrations Expenses in goods 

and IT services (in bn €)  (IDC, 2014) 

Having increased by 11% in 5 years, information technology 

has become a major – and growing – source of expenditure 

for large firms. This illustrates a new macroscopic trend in IT. 

Nevertheless, some businesses have managed to noticeably 

reduce their IT budgets without compromising functionality 

or quality. They have observed, however, that budgets for 

software and associated maintenance remain hard to reduce, 

and sometimes even unpredictable. 

The fact that software metrics tend to depend on hardware 

specifications and that maintenance fees are rising make it hard to evaluate costs. 

Software expenditure has also risen over the same period. It has gone from 32.3% to 34.9% 

of businesses’ IT budgets between 2009 and 2013. 
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Testimonial 

“For clients looking to optimise their 

IT costs, it has become very hard to 

stabilise software expenditure 

without resorting to alternative 

solutions (like open source software). 

Maintenance fees tend to vary over 

time, and additional licences may 

need to be acquired to conform to 

metrics that change as editors see fit, 

even when usage has not changed. 

Expenditure is rising without any 

additional value having been created 

for clients. And this is without even 

taking into account the costs of 

testing structures set up over the last 

few years by SAM (Software Asset 

Management) teams, a source of 

expenditure entirely attributable to 

software management.” 

Markus SCHOMAKERS 

CARREFOUR 

«

»
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Figure 2. Proportion of software in companie’s IT budget (Forrester, 2014) 

This expenditure covers the purchasing of licences and of associated services (maintenance 

and support). This category increased by 1.5% in 2013/2014. 

SaaS made up to 6.5% of expenditure in 2013. 

  

Figure 3. French B2B software market in billion Euros (AFDEL, 2014) 

The share of expenditure for acquiring software licences is also rising. This trend does not 

hold for all software expenditure though: maintenance fees especially have risen, making 

editor-maintained systems a heavy burden for businesses. 

The migration of software bases from “On-Premise” acquisitions to SaaS (“Software as a 

Service”, a subscription payment depending on usage) is also affecting budgets: businesses 

are no longer buying assets, but are still substantially increasing their annual expenditure. 
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These costs are more spread out, but are also rising. Indeed, estimations show that after 2.5 

to 4 years of SaaS subscription, the cost of an “On-Premise” licence has been covered. 

The above table shows that, despite growth, usage of SaaS models remains limited. This can 

be explained by confidentiality and data-location concerns, as well as reversibility at the end 

of contracts. 

1.1.2. The growing complexity of licensing models 

Due to corporate growth, or under the pretext of adapting to clients’ needs and to product 

evolution, editors have diversified their licensing models, complicating matters for users. 

There are many kinds of metrics, which are different according to the editors and software in 

question: either they are based on quantitative data, on server architecture, on processing 

power, some on traffic volume, on the number of transactions per day, others on the 

number of simultaneously connected users; or they are based on typologies such as business 

boundaries, geographical areas, subgroups of organisations, business applications… 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The stacking of contracts makes it hard to know exactly what applies to what. Indeed, it is 

not uncommon for three or four documents to all apply to one licence, of which some are 

online, and incoherent with the paper versions and the URLs they contain. Moreover, 

external factors often make these contracts even more complex, such as the acquisition or 
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Figure 4. The licensing’s management puzzle (SOFTCORNER, 2014) 
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the handover of entities, subsidiaries and affiliates, whose purchasing practices may be quite 

different. 

The complexity of editor metrics doesn’t help matters either. Indeed, metrics are currently 

the main source of difficulty for users. The move from metrics based on the number of users 

to metrics based on hardware (servers, processors, etc.), and even based on more 

complicated and questionable data such as indirect users or connected users, has 

contributed towards creating real uncertainty regarding software use. 

Today, this lack of transparency, and in any case the complexity of usage fee calculation 

metrics, is creating a continued imbalance to the client’s disadvantage. Consequently, 

licensing is often seen as a threat, even as a risk, that needs to be evaluated, and remains a 

cost that requires mobilising internal teams. 

1.1.3. The challenges of legacy system management  

Large parts of IT systems are made of existing software infrastructures, programs and data 

bases left over from previous technological set-ups. Most businesses have some real relics in 

their systems, sometimes even extremely old ones. 

Managing these information systems, that is to say keeping them in operational order on the 

one hand, and progressive migration towards new designs on the other, is one of the major 

challenges for IT departments, and their strategic choices can have considerable business 

consequences. 

While it is vital for IT departments to adapt to new business circumstances, companies may 

have strong reasons to conserve their previous systems: 

 Their systems are functional and users are accustomed to them ; 

 They want to avoid long and costly employee training, with rejection risks of new 

systems by employees, typical change-related problems, and the possibility that 

there may be no actual added-value ; 

 Any overhaul project involving structural changes implies prohibitive costs (large and 

complex systems, impact on dependant systems…); 

 Critical systems require high availability and continuous service ; 

 New unfamiliar systems, not fully documented, system designers that have left the 

business, etc. 

But naturally, maintaining in operational condition this legacy system puts companies in 

editors’ hands for support services and acquisition of additional licences. Editors’ products 

and services are often no longer marketed, and access to desired solution is usually based on 
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vague policies. This makes this maintenance in operational condition process an expensive 

task, if indeed a solution can be found at all. 

Another risk lies in the incomplete knowledge of the company’s software base, which may 

be obscured by multiple external Mergers & Acquisitions, for example. This puts companies 

at risk during compliance inspections from editors, during or at the end of a contract, who 

apply penalties (additional fees, regularisation costs, etc.) to clients that are not strictly in 

compliance with usage metrics… despite their complexity. These compliance audits most 

often end in conflict and lead to negotiations that rarely benefit businesses. 

There is a similar problem with hardware. But while the secondary market has been able to 

provide last-resort alternatives – for example in 2002 when NASA was obliged to buy Intel 

8086 microprocessors on eBay (which were no longer in production, but more resistant to 

radiation than recent models) for the control system of its space shuttles – no solutions have 

been around for software until today. 

1.1.4. More and more software-related risks 

1.1.4.1. NON-COMPLIANT BUSINESSES 

A significant part of businesses’ software bases may be non-compliant, without them even 

knowing about it. The latest studies show that 85% of companies use software with non-

compliant licence contracts (Flexera Software and IDC Research Survey Report), and that 

37% of software has been “pirated” in France (BSA, 2011). 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 5. Non compliance issues in France (BSA & IDC, 2014) 

There are many reasons for this, including: 

 Licensing complexity, leading to miscomprehension and unintentional misuse; 

 Legacy systems being used outside the scope of their initial agreements; 

 Decentralised purchases, complicating maintenance; 

 Activity growth, causing some businesses to focus more on operations rather than 

growth; 

85% 37% 

Non-compliant companies  Non-compliant software licences  
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 Failure to acquire the necessary licences; 

 Increases in processing power, requiring increased licensing coverage to remain in 

compliance with metrics; 

 Changes in licensing policy made before the end of a contract; 

 Server infrastructure and workplace changes (virtualisation, externalisation…). 

One of the main reasons behind non-compliance is editors’ inability to offer efficient, 

standardised monitoring solutions that would allow companies to check compliance in real 

time. As for the third-party applications on the market, they tend to be superficial reporting 

tools that don’t always take into account the terms of licensing contracts, and cannot 

guarantee that the standards required by editors have been met.  

Editors carry out audits with varying levels of depth, tracking current and previous non-

compliant licence usages, according to calculation procedures that are subject to change 

without the slightest contractual modification, and that are therefore completely 

unpredictable for businesses, who have no basis on which to anticipate costs. 

Surprisingly, obtaining from software vendors the discovery script that wil be used in future 

audits is not an easy process, and may even lead to lengthy negotiations. It is therefore 

advisable to anticipate this step from the beginning, and to secure a contract with as little 

room for dispute as possible, by finding out about editors’ audit methods beforehand. 

1.1.4.2. A RESURGENCE OF EDITOR AUDITS 

The amount of equipment (hardware and software) used by businesses, including very small 

ones, has significantly risen over the last two decades. This, coupled with the fact that 

businesses want to reduce IT expenditure, has lead editors to adopt new policies to conserve 

growth. 

As it is now harder for them to reach new clients, and as marketing is turning towards Cloud 

Computing, editors’ policies are more and more focused on their client base. As previously 

explained, licensing complexity often leads to a disparity between the way licences are 

meant to be used, and the way businesses actually use them. This happens almost 

inherently, whatever level of control organisations try to impose. To take advantage of this 

situation, editors have established a system of regular audits, regardless of their clients’ size. 
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Figure 6. Compliance audits during the period 2009 – 2013  

(Enquête audit – CIGREF, 2013) 

For businesses, it is not always easy to go through purchasing histories and to find all 

software contracts. It is even harder for subsidiaries that bought their software 

independently, or for entities acquired through mergers and acquisitions. This mobilisation 

of internal resources is a first source of costs for businesses. 

Following an editor audit, users may be reprehensible for under-licensing. This may 

effectively be due to a lack of licensing or a misuse of software products, but can also be due 

to divergent interpretations of the metrics on which the contract is based. As the burden of 

proof lies with businesses, they often have to follow editors’ interpretations, which can be 

imprecise and even potestative. 

The penalty price (buying at list price, maintenance backlogs…), threats of one or several 

press releases, the cost of purchasing missing licences, or simply the acquisition of new 

software are all tools that editors use to gain additional profit margins. Moreover, these 

processes have nowadays been integrated into editors’ commercial objectives. In addition, 

the initial compliance fine is always particularly large. However, after negotiation, it is 

possible (and common) to reduce the amount demanded, with the threat of regularisation 

often being a lever for software vendors to get their clients to renew their contracts or 

increase their software expenditures. 
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Divergence in under-licensing situations can also lead to a 

trial, requiring an even greater mobilisation of internal and 

external resources, as well as being considerable source of 

financial and reputational risk. 

It is for all these reasons that compliance audits can be a 

major risk to software management. Having the right amount 

of software licences, or at least being able to prove that the 

business has done everything in its power to correctly manage 

its software base, can help to reduce risks but it cannot 

eliminate them completely. 

There is therefore a chronic imbalance in software market, 

between some suppliers who are in a position to impose their 

contractual conditions and billing terms, and a majority of 

clients mainly vulnerable to them, and unable to challenge 

them or escape by reselling software. 

1.1.5. Over-licensing: a significant room for 

improvement 

The Court of Justice of the European Union ruling on the 3rd 

July 2012 (C-128/11) has paved the way for a new type of IT 

budget optimisation: reselling unused software licences. 

Testimonial 

“User clients rarely get themselves 

into such power struggles, even if 

they have strong legal and 

contractual arguments in their 

favour. This is partly because of the 

sometimes oligopolistic nature of 

software markets, and partly because 

businesses don’t want to be deprived 

of vital software for day-to-day 

business. We have here a typical 

example of an unbalanced market, 

which editors shape through 

contractual terms in favour of their 

business models, making their 

contracts veritable “contracts of 

adhesion” (the only negotiation 

possible often concerns the price, and 

rarely the contract terms, which are 

laid out before clients like monolithic 

prerequisites. “ 

Thomas Beaugrand 

STAUB & ASSOCIES 

«
  

»
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Figure 7. Between 25 and 30% of over-licensing in companies 

(SOFTCORNER, 2014) 

The stakes can very quickly become substantial. Even small-scale ERP (Enterprise Resource 

Planning) can represent tens of thousands of euros in the secondary market. As for larger 

groups, this amount can rise into the millions. 

There are several typical, and rather wasteful, situations that are among the main causes of 

over-licensing. 

1.1.5.1. MERGERS & ACQUISITIONS (M&A) 

IT system integration is an essential part of M&A. Indeed, it makes up a large part of post-

merger integration (PMI) challenges, and is often identified as one of the first reasons 

behind merger failures (incompatible IT platforms, non-compliance, bad PMI management, 

insufficient due diligence). 

In terms of licensing, having to abandon part of the software base and to extend the system 

to new users creates both a strong need for software acquisition and puts companies at risk 

of over-licensing. 

1.1.5.2. DOWNSIZING 

Downsizing is one of the most obvious causes of over-licensing. The value of 

applications/licences per employee being in the hundreds of euros, this supplementary 

resource can be advantageous during times of financial hardship and high expenditure. 

 

 

SOFTWARE DEPLOYED 

UNDER LICENSING 
(15% of software budget) 

OVER LICENSING 
(25% of software budget) 

LICENSES OWNED 

 

SOFTWARE DEPLOYED IN 
CONFORMITY 
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1.1.5.3. MIGRATIONS 

Changes and updates to IT systems are among the major challenges for IT departments. In 

most cases, these migrations are accompanied by the decommissioning of previous versions. 

These previous versions are accounted for as losses, the exact amount depending on the 

amortisation policy. Thanks to the potential income from selling them, they then become a 

way to lower the overall costs of migration projects. 

1.1.5.4. NEVER USED SOFTWARE 

The amount of unused software (shelfware) is often underestimated. Whether it be due to 

abandoned projects, user rejection, or purchasing errors, software is unfortunately never 

taken back by editors. 

1.1.5.5. LIQUIDATION 

The number of business failures every year hovers around 60,000 (of which a majority are 

small structures). When this happens, the whole IT system can be capitalised on, which has a 

significant impact for creditors. 

Indeed, even if it is hard to evaluate, the IT system often makes up a sizeable part of assets 

(research units, design...). 

1.1.5.6. OVER-PURCHASING 

In many cases, editor policies encourage small and large companies to buy more licences 

than they actually need. Extra costs are created not only by excessive amounts of licences, 

but also by the associated maintenance costs, that need to be renewed over several years 

(unless terminated). 

Over-purchasing typically happens when editors invite clients to anticipate their growth in 

order to benefit from greater reductions. Aware this may be the case, and worried that they 

may later find themselves in a situation with no bargaining power if they need further 

licences, businesses buy large quantities, often in exchange for significant reductions, and 

often towards the end of the year or of the quarter.  

If the predicted growth doesn’t happen, hundreds and even thousands of licences are never 

used. However, this doesn’t stop maintenance fees from applying to all purchases. 

It is essential during negotiations to outline exactly what software businesses need. 
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1.1.6. Editor relations: between dependence and dominance 

From the Purchasing Department’s perspective, what sets software apart is how hard it is to 

maintain balanced relations with suppliers.  

There are 3 reasons for this: 

1. The first is to do with the nature of IT companies: up against some of the world’s 

most powerful businesses (there are 4 IT companies among the top 5 most powerful 

companies), even a large industrial group or public organisation can find itself in a 

weak financial or legal position ; 

2. The second is a consequence of proprietary software. Indeed, unlike open source 

software, it doesn’t technically or legally allow users to benefit from the 4 software 

freedoms (freedom to run the program as you wish, freedom to study and change 

the source code, freedom to redistribute copies, freedom to distribute copies of your 

modified version). Editors have a monopoly over the solutions they provide; 

3. The final reason is to do with the structuring and critical nature of most software. 

When building an infrastructure, choosing a program often engages companies for 

the long term. Due to the cumulated effects of user appropriation and technological 

interlocking, businesses very quickly become dependent on editors, putting them at a 

commercial disadvantage. 

Purchasing Departments, looking to reduce this dependence and commercial disadvantage, 

will naturally tend to scale up their purchases and bundle products together.  

The imperative to open the software market in response to businesses’ needs: 

To answer IT Departments’ needs to optimise their budgets and improve their technical 

capabilities, the IT ecosystem has undergone major transformations. A look at the young 

software industry’s recent history shows that the first major development was the 

separation of equipment and software, which saw the rapid growth of software packages. 

Next came “open source” software, virtualisation and SaaS models. Institutional market 

players, as well as new rapidly growing firms, favoured the development of these diverse 

offerings. 

The examples generally used to illustrate the new possibilities are the multiple firms, in 

many different countries, that have transformed their IT systems by creating shared service 

centres thanks to these developments. 

More recently, in Europe, with its common fundamental laws on free competition and the 

free flow of goods, a used software market has been emerging, thanks to an ad hoc legal 
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framework applicable in all 28 EU countries. IT Departments are progressively taking this 

new possibility into account when estimating the Total Cost of Ownership (TCO) of software, 

and more generally when designing their software licence purchasing policies. 

In parallel, since extra licences have become resalable thanks to a nascent secondary 

software market, new optimisation practices are emerging that will gradually spread, before 

finally becoming simple rules of good management. 

Beyond the immediate reactions linked to the rapid emergence of a new economic model, it 

seems obvious that the software industry is entering a new phase. This new phase will 

broaden the scope of the industry, establish the different actors and favour the creation of 

firms thanks to new technical offerings, and to innovative services and business practices. 

1.2. The secondary software market: a small revolution for 

businesses  

As has previously been the case for other industries (automotive, water sports, industrial 

equipment), the arrival and the organisation of a secondary software market will potentially 

restructure the whole ecosystem and restore market balance. 

Within businesses, the main involved parties are naturally the Purchasing and IT 

Departments. Software not being subject to wear, we will not consider here users, who are 

unaffected by second-handedness. 

 

Figure 8. A new life-cycle for software licences (SOFTCORNER, 2014) 
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1.2.1. Some additional degrees of freedom for IT Departments  

By providing new flexibilities, the secondary market allows CIOs to gain agility. Among these 

new opportunities, we can mention the possibility of including: 

 Sell the licences of decommissioned software ; 

 Sell unused licences, after abandoning a project, or due to over-acquisition and 

simple purchasing errors ; 

 Homogenise software park following M&A deals, by retrieving cash from abandoned 

systems and saving money by acquisition of missing licences at lowest possible 

priceKeep Legacy systems in operational conditions by gaining access to previous 

versions of applications that have gone off the market ; 

 Adjust their software bases following periods of user growth or decline, while 

preserving their homogeneity ; 

 Return their software bases to conformity following internal or external audits ; 

 Facilitate migration through cost reduction and capitalising on previous software 

bases. 

All these solutions allow IT departments to reduce the constraints traditionally associated 

with software, and therefore ensure a better match between their company’s needs and the 

means available. 

1.2.2. Rebalancing power in the IT Purchasing Department’s favour 

Among all the possible scenarios, the most appealing naturally involves putting software of 

all ages and complexity on the market, with attractive, or disruptive, pricing, according to 

supply and demand. 

By putting many new acquisition solutions at the disposal of the Purchasing Department, the 

secondary software market offers new alternatives to businesses, who were in general 

lacking them, and therefore offers new ways to rebalance relations with suppliers. 
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2. WHAT IS SECOND-HAND SOFTWARE? 

2.1. Software, an asset like any other 

In accountancy terms, software licences are an asset like any other. Just like company cars, 

real estate or computers, they are recorded on companies’ balance sheets, and are part of 

companies’ property. 

2.1.1. From a legal point of view 

Before the dematerialization of software, users would buy hardware (floppy disks, CD-ROMs, 

etc.) and simultaneously acquire the rights to use the copyrighted software on them. Buyers 

got both the physical equipment, of which they became the owner, and the licence to use 

the software. 

Second-hand markets for trading physical equipment (culture, audio-visual works, etc.) have 

been around for a long time. One can sell a CD or a DVD because the law allows the person 

that bought it to resell it. Physical mediums make the purchase and resale of such goods 

much easier. 

Yet the medium itself is of little importance to the buyer, who is much more interested in 

the content. Dematerialisation put an end to this legal dualism: physical mediums are a thing 

of the past, and works now subsist in digital format only. The immediate effect was to make 

it impossible to resell software, and dematerialised creations in general, seeing as the 

physical mediums that allowed the legal transfer of rights had disappeared. 

Editors have long held that licences are “personal and non-assignable”. This stipulation, 

already a legal hindrance to the resale of the physical mediums on which proprietary 

software is written, has become an insurmountable obstacle now that, with 

dematerialization, users no longer need to sell physical equipment, but simply hand over 

their user rights.  

If software licences are considered to be “personal and non-assignable”, then clients can 

gain the rights to download and use software, but must agree to never transfer these rights, 

nor the software, to a third party. 

The European Court of Justice (ECJ), awares that competition was distorted and user 

freedoms restricted, perceived during the UsedSoft v Oracle dispute that there was a 

difference between physical software distribution and dematerialised distribution, the latter 

depriving users of the right to sell the goods they had purchased. 
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Consequently, European judges have in a certain manner made user rights intangible goods, 

subject to multiple transactions just like tangible goods. This pragmatic vision, based on the 

reality of doing business, was established by the ECJ in 2012. If such decision may be a 

surprise, it is perfectly in line with business usages, and even with certain editors, whose 

contracts sometimes mention the purchase of software. If it is incorrect from a legal point of 

view to talk about “purchasing” software (the editor always remains the sole owner, and the 

only one who can commercialise copies), it is becoming economically and legally correct to 

talk about “purchasing” user rights and considering them part of a company’s property, like 

any other asset. And like with any other asset, companies may choose to divest, and sell 

the intangible goods they have purchased. User rights, now considered an intangible good 

like any other, can thus be transferred. 

 

The resale of software requires transferring the user rights of the acquired (downloaded) 

software, and therefore transferring the associated licence contract too, which will then 

bind the purchaser. Naturally a transferor cannot grant more rights than he has acquired, 

and the sale can only involve the user rights previously owned, no more no less. 

2.1.2. From an accounting point of view 

Software is an intangible asset. If it is worth less than 500€ excluding tax, it can be 

considered an expense (“office supplies”). If it is worth more than 500€ excluding tax and it 

will be used for more than one year, it has its own amortisation policy. 

The amortisation period varies between 1 and 10 years, depending on the estimated useful 

lifespan, although French accounting standards are not particularly clear on this. 

Nevertheless, organisations that want to can benefit from a special tax provision allowing an 

exceptional 12 month amortisation period. Whether this should be done or not depends on 

the number of months left until the end of the fiscal year. 
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2.1.3. From an economic point of view 

Legally considered as asset – like all the material assets of companies – software licences can 

be divested. 

Like a computer fleet, software can be resold to subsidiaries, and to external businesses, 

under the condition that these entities be located in the European Union. 

If the software being sold has been completely amortised, the transfer is considered sa 

disposal of fixed assets in accounting terms. This counts as exceptional income (income from 

the disposal of assets), and is a financial gain for the company. 

If the software is still being amortised, the accounting procedures are unchanged. 

Companies should simply stop taking into account the amortisation charges for the 

remaining months/years.  

If the value of the transferred asset is higher than the residual value of the software, the 

expression used is “Proceeds from the sale of assets”, and if not, the expression is “Losses 

from the sale of assets”. 

If the company has any exceptional income, it will be subject to corporate tax. 

2.2. What legal framework for used software? 

Transferring software to a third party is not forbidden either by European directives, or by 

national law. However, the latter gives copyright owners (i.e. software vendors) the right to 

decide whether or not they want to contractually prevent the software being transferred to 

a third party, and to subject the transfer to authorisation. “Personal, unassignable and non- 
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transferable” licences are particularly widespread on the market, to the point that they 

make up the commercial standard for software all over the world. 

The 2012 ruling has restricted this contractual freedom to forbid the transfer of software to 

a third party in Europe. It is a necessary legal consequence, following on from the closing of 

the status gap between software sold on DVDs and software downloaded online. 

Moreover, some editors had already set up transfer processes, subject to their 

authorisation, between affiliates before the 2012 ruling. This proves that there are no 

technical barriers blocking software transfer from one user to another, and that the 

“personal” nature of software licences is above all a convention between co-contracting 

parties. 

2.2.1. The applicable legislation 

The law no.86-660 of July 3rd 1985 set the ground work for software copyright protection. 

Some years after this French law came the European directive 91/250/CEE of May 14th 1991, 

consolidated by the directive 2009/24/CE of April 23rd 2009. These two directives set much 

of the framework for national laws concerning software rights. Indeed, national laws must 

conform to them and are subject to their interpretations. Software is also protected at an 

international level by article 4 of the World Intellectual Property Organisation (WIPO).  

Copyright protection gives software developers or the entitled right-holders (mostly editors) 

ownership rights. Owners of copyrighted software can therefore control usage of their 

software, and decide what rights they want to concede to clients, on a non-exclusive basis, 

while keeping all the others (proprietary software). 

Besides this dedicated legislation, European rules on the free flow of merchandise, such as 

the theory of exhaustion of rights, also affect the legal regime of software. Drawn from 

articles 34 to 46 of the Treaty on the Functioning of the European Union, this principle states 

that the right to control products protected by intellectual property rights is exhausted once 

they have been put on sale. 

2.2.2. The European Court of Justice ruling 
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The exhaustion of rights theory was vital in the ECJ ruling of 

July 3rd 2012. The case opposed the software editor Oracle and 

the German business UsedSoft, whose main activity was the 

resale of unused software licences. The software in question 

was presented as up-to-date due to the initial users’ 

maintenance contracts. For Oracle, such practices violated its 

exclusive right to control the distribution of its software, 

whereas for UsedSoft they were justified by the theory of 

exhaustion of rights, allowing them to legally resell the 

software. 

According to this theory, once a producer has put one of their 

products on the European market, they can no longer oppose 

its resale between users. The theory is widely accepted for 

tangible goods, but has been paralysed by personal concession 

clauses in software licences. As such, the theory wasn’t applied 

to all downloaded digital products. UsedSoft contested this 

unequal treatment before the ECJ. 

The application of the theory of exhaustion of rights to 

dematerialised software therefore needed to be decided on by 

the Court of Justice. By comparing software associated with a 

physical medium to dematerialised software, European judges 

based themselves on the functional equivalence of the two 

types of software to extend the exhaustion of rights to software without a physical medium. 

As such, software rights-to-use are now considered conventional intangible goods. 

But for the theory of exhaustion of rights to apply, an initial sale needs to have taken place. 

It is around this point that European judges have designed criteria to determine whether 

licences contracts can be qualified as sales. 

For user rights to be transferred along with licences, several cumulative criteria need to be 

met: 

 The software needs to have been acquired and needs to be sold within the European 

Union ; 

 The software must have been legitimately acquired by its first owner, with the 

editor’s authorisation, and paid for by a lump sum ; 

 The software must have initially been purchased for an indefinite length of time 

(most likely the length of the copyright protection) ; 

Testimonial 

“This ruling reconciles the law 

applicable to software licences with 

the perceptions of user companies. 

The latter have always considered 

that they were not only buying the 

non-exclusive right to use editors’ 

software, but also the economic 

value of the software. 

If the initial licence meets the CJEU’s 

criteria, then selling it is completely 

legal. Accordingly, the first user must 

stop using the sold software, which 

means that the seller, from a 

technical point of view, should no 

longer be able to access the copy he 

owned.” 

Thomas Beaugrand 

STAUB & ASSOCIES 
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 The user of the software for sale must stop using the software and completely 

uninstall it from their system ; 

 The software may be sold with the corrections and upgrades made up until the 

resale date, due to the maintenance contract made by the first user, or due to the 

licence itself if it allows the software to be upgraded ; 

 The software must be resold in its initial technical configuration: if the original 

product was sold in a bundle, it cannot be broken up. 

If these criteria are met, then European law considers the transfer of software user rights to 

be like the purchase of an asset, an ownership right to reproduce, to represent and to use 

the software, a right that can later be sold like an intangible good according to the principle 

of exhaustion of rights. 

This ruling has two consequences. Firstly, the solution adopted by the Court of Justice, which 

is an interpretation of the 1991 and 2009 directives, is retroactive and applies to licence 

contracts made since the transposition of the directives into national law on May 10th 1994 

in France. The other consequence is the invalidity of all terms that hinder the resale of 

software (for example the terms stipulating the “personal, unassignable and non-

transferable” nature of licences), these terms should therefore be ignored. 

The ECJ has specified that it is essential for initial users to stop using the software for good, 

and that it is up to market players to put measures in place to ensure that the initial users 

have indeed stopped using the copy they sold. 

These measures must not hinder the resale of user rights. According to the ECJ ruling, the 

only supervision editors may put in place against parallel and simultaneous uses of a same 

licence by successive users, are technical protections measures, which will for example allow 

editors to update the information on their servers after each resale of the initial downloaded 

copy (notably for guarantees). 

2.2.3. What the ruling changes 

 Terms forbidding the resale of software licences have been retroactively invalidated; 

 Editors can no longer submit the resale of software licences to their authorisation, nor 

forbid the principle (regarding this, SAP recently lost a case against the German reseller 

Susensoftware – Az. 315 O 449/12); 

 It is possible to break up commercial bundles, or licence packages, i.e. to resell a part of 

the licences included in a bundle, as long as it is technically and contractually possible to 

individuate the licences in question. 
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2.2.4. What the ruling doesn’t change 

 New users are subject to all other contractual measures, in particular usage metrics and 

product indivisibility; 

 Licences for rent can neither be resold nor benefit from the theory of exhaustion of 

distribution rights. 

2.2.5. Tools and types of eligibility analyses 

 

Figure 9. Eligibility of unused software licences (SOFTCORNER, 2014) 

Remarks 

 Are maintenance contracts transferable? No, not without the editor’s approval. 

 Is software transferred with updates? The latest acquired version of software is 

transferable via the licence contract or the associated maintenance contract. 

2.2.6. What is allowed…and what is not 

According to the criteria decided upon by European judges, it is possible to determine 

whether a licence is eligible for sale or not: 

Licenses were they acquired within the EU (subject to the legislation of an EU 
member country)?  

If so 

Are the licenses granted ti you in perpetuity or for the duration of copyright?  

If so 

Are you the licenses transferred against payment of a lump sum or as a subscription?  

If lump sum 

Do you have fully paid the amounts due to publishers for licenses?  

If so 

Are you still using the relevant software and are they still installed?  

If not 

ELIGIBILITY 
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ALLOWED PROHIBITED           

OEM licences (device based, which means 

the license is locked to the device that it is 

provided with) as soos as sold with 

hardware  

Rented Licenses (not perpetual licenses 

made available against payment of a 

subscription) 

Packaged Licences (perpetual licenses 

incorporated in a physical media acquired 

against payment of a lump sum) 

Saas subscriptions or "on demand" (right of 

access to software hosted on editor’s 

servers) 

Volume Licensing (downloadable perpetual 

licenses acquired against payment of a 

lump sum) 

Temporary licenses (not perpetual licenses 

made available under ongoing enterprise 

agreement) 

Volume Licensing On completion of 

enterprise agreement (downloadable 

perpetual licenses acquired under the terms 

of the business end of contract) 

Service agreement (maintenance contracts, 

support, training, integration, which are on 

a personal contracts) 

Figure 10. Perimeter of second-hand software market (SOFTCORNER, 2014) 

2.2.7. How national jurisdictions are taking the ruling into account  

The specificity of the used software market explains why relevant legal decisions have only 

been applied in Germany. After the ruling by the Court of Justice, German jurisdictions were 

quick to apply it on a national scale. However, their solutions only apply domestically.  

In a ruling on December 18th 2012, the Frankfurt Court of Appeals was the first jurisdiction to 

apply the ruling of July 2012 and to affirm the lawfulness of reselling used software. They 

also used the opportunity to point out that commercial bundles and volume licences can be 

split up and sold separately. A licence contract cannot therefore be made indivisible for 

commercial reasons, such a decision must be based on technical criteria alone. 

In a ruling on July 17th 2013, the German Federal Court followed up on the ECJ ruling, going 

through all the precepts decreed by the European judges, and sending the case to the 

Munich Court of Appeals for further examination. 

In a ruling on October 25th 2013, the Regional Court of Hamburg asserted the December 

2012 ruling, confirming that volume licences could be broken up. But the main consequence 

of the judgement was to condemn the dominant position taken by editors when they subject 

resale of used software to their written permission. 
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Nonetheless, the scope of the July 3rd 2012 ruling should not be seen as restrictive. The 

adopted solution, which legalises the secondary software market, is applicable in all member 

countries of the European Union. And indeed, European law, which primes over national 

law, has long been headed this way. Consequently, French jurisdictions must keep up with 

the interpretation of the directive, but nonetheless dispose of interpretation margins to 

adapt to specific situations. 

2.2.8. The international dimension 

 

Figure 11. Legal market in the 28 countries of the European Union 

(SOFTCORNER, 2014) 

2.2.8.1. LICENCES BOUGHT IN EUROPE, BUT INSTALLED ELSEWHERE IN THE WORLD 

The scopes of the 1991 and 2009 directives about software, of the theory of exhaustion of 

rights, and of the ECJ ruling on July 3rd 2012 are all limited to the member countries of the 

EU. The applicable laws therefore depend on the legislation under which the software 

purchase contracts took place, and not the territorial boundaries of user rights. If, in the EU, 

a business buys software eligible for resale, with the rights to use it worldwide, it will be able 

to install the software in its subsidiaries across the globe, as long as the parent company is 

located in the EU. 
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2.2.8.2. LICENCES BOUGHT IN EUROPE, BUT SOLD ELSEWHERE IN THE WORLD  

As seen previously, the resale of used software concerns nearly exclusively the European 

market. Consequently, licences bought in the EU, and eligible for resale, cannot be sold to 

entities outside of the EU. The rule of exhaustion of rights or local equivalents only exist in 

very few countries. 

2.2.8.3. LICENCES BOUGHT OUTSIDE OF EUROPE 

Licences bought under a contract subject to legislation from a non-EU country, for example 

the United States or the United Arab Emirates, cannot be resold, due to the absence of 

legislation equivalent to the exhaustion of rights. This allows editors to control all usage and 

resale of their software. It should be noted that a principle similar to the exhaustion of rights 

exists in the United States, called the “first sale doctrine”, but that it only applies to tangible 

goods. 

2.2.9. Breaking up commercial bundles 

The key assumption here is that the indivisibility of a software licence contract must be 

justified. A software licence contract that is indivisible for commercial reasons risks being 

broken up. It follows that a contract in the form of a commercial bundle containing several 

licences, where the associated metrics and authorised usages are explained in detail, can 

therefore be broken up. 

2.3. The used software market in Europe and across the globe 

2.3.1. Currently 

The ECJ back to July 3rd 2012. However, some European firms didn’t wait for this legal 

development to enter the market. Some even started to operate as early as 2001. Today the 

market is mainly concentrated in Germany and in Great Britain, with about 10 

intermediaries.  

Sales in these countries represent respectively around 35M€ and 25M€. Some other smaller 

countries also have a secondary software market: Switzerland, Austria, Poland, Denmark, 

Belgium, etc. The Munich Strategy Group estimated in one of their reports that the value of 

unused software in Europe was around 8.8 billion euros in 2009. 
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2.3.2. To come 

The used software market is growing quickly on a European scale. However, there is little 

information about the value of unused software. We have, using a certain number of 

assumptions, evaluated the value of unused software in Europe for two test years, 2005 and 

2012. 

The assumptions are as follows: 

 The average life span of business software is 7 years ; 

 About 25% percent of software sales correspond to over-licensing ; 

 Every major update corresponds to a loss of value ; 

 50% of software is eligible for resale on the used software market ; 

 The average price of second-hand software is about 50% of the original purchase 

price. 

With the above assumptions, unused software would be worth 5 billion euros on the 

secondary software market. And, according to a study by Gartner, the market value of 

software acquired in 2013 is about 316 billion euros, with Europe representing 26.5% of the 

market. 

We are working on the assumption that all licences are installed, and that the companies 

holding them will not go bankrupt. Taking into account the licences that have never been 

installed (20 to 25% according to Gartner), i.e. “shelfware”, and the software assets of 

companies in liquidation, these amounts would be considerably higher. 
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3. OPERATIONAL IMPLEMENTATION OF USED SOFTWARE 

3.1. Towards a new lifecycle for software  

The lifecycle of a software program is implicitly linked to that of 

the business application that runs it. The continued operation of 

an application is generally between 5 and 10 years. Besides 

integration, testing and project deployment make up most of 

the costs. Moreover, economic assessments made by project 

management show that new software versions are rarely 

implemented. The exception being when management teams, 

needing to demonstrate a return on investment, make these 

projects imperative. 

Until recently, the decision to uninstall a piece of software 

would also terminate the associated maintenance contract. 

Now though, it is possible to sell the corresponding licences, 

which is of considerable economic importance when 

considering applications that are linked to business as a whole, 

such as messaging, ERP, CRM, SCM, ECM… Moreover, replacing 

software can be an expensive project, and the sale of the 

decommissioned software can considerably lower the global 

cost of the operation. 

 

Figure 12. Second hand software market on TCO (SOFTCORNER, 2014) 

 

Testimonial 

When closing down part of the IT 

system (infrastructure, business 

applications…) the associated 

software licences are either 

reallocated or abandoned. If the 

licences have not been inventoried by 

the SAM unit, or if those in charge of 

the terminated application are not 

aware of software usage rights, then 

these licences will be irreversibly lost. 

Abandoning user rights amounts to 

abandoning all or part of the 

investments made. 

A working knowledge of licence 

allocation by project / function / 

subsidiary allows for an accurate 

evaluation of the acquisition and 

maintenance costs, and therefore 

makes it possible to estimate 

potential savings that could be made 

by decommissioning unused software 

or by terminating unnecessary 

maintenance. The possibility of 

selling software licences is one of the 

reasons why businesses should 

methodically keep track of their 

software assets. 

 

Sylvain KAHN 
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Naturally, software licences should be put on the secondary market as the associated 

applications start to reach the end of their lifespan. The decision to buy used software 

should also depend on where applications stand in IT systems, and on the required 

maintenance. 

3.2. When to buy used software? 

This question naturally leads companies to consider the associated maintenance services, by 

comparing what editors are offering and what the company actually needs to operate. When 

should a company buy used software? 

Whether for new or for existing projects, there are certain situations in which second-hand 

software is the best solution. 

For new projects, the only available option may be SaaS (for example, Adobe has recently 

entirely converted to SaaS). Each business having their own IT equipment strategy, they can 

decide whether or not to accept SaaS, relying themselves on criteria such as financial 

visibility, data security, operational security, etc… If they should choose not to, second-hand 

licences are the only remaining solution. 

When developing existing projects, there are two different situations that lead exclusively 

to the choice of second-hand licences: 

 As in the case above, editors may have changed their commercial policy and only 

offer SaaS licences; 

 The expansion may require using exactly the same software version as before. If 

editors’ offerings have changed, this means extra project costs due to integration and 

testing, which therefore legitimises the choice of second-hand licences. 

Other typical situations in which budgetary requirements justify the use of second-hand 

licences include adding back-up platforms and development/test platforms. Strict 

constraints concerning recovery plans, quality insurance, and load testing prior to 

production require setting up many different environments that are only used very briefly. 
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Vendors 
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New project Park extension 

Additional 

platforms (dev, 

test, back-up,…) 

Still being sold 

 

  

No more sold 
   

End of life 
   

Saas only 
   

Figure 13. When to use secondary market? (SOFTCORNER, 2014) 

3.3. Pricing 

The secondary software market, like any other market, responds to supply and demand. As 

trade volume increases and the market matures, it will be possible to create a price guide, 

based on empirical observation, in order to determine the value of licences at all times. 

But in addition to market pricing, which largely depends on how well the market matches 

supply and demand, some objective underlying criteria also contribute to determining the 

price of used software: 

The first factor upon which the market price depends is the initial sale price. Here, the 

structure of the primary software market complicates things. Due to differences in editors’ 

commercial strategies, in companies’ purchasing policies, or simply differences in size and 

context, the balance of power between editors and companies varies greatly from one case 

to another, creating a wide disparity of available prices. List prices are rarely used, and it is 

not uncommon to see 2 buyers pay vastly different sums (between 1 and 20) for the same 

product. 

Seeing as it would be impossible to reuse the sophisticated market segmentation techniques 

used by editors, the initial sale price is in practice taken to be the average sale price (or 
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“street-price”). Naturally, volume discounts are then applied. From there, the pricing of a 

licence on the secondary market depends mainly on the software’s obsolescence. 

Even though software, being an intangible asset, is not subject to wear, it is nonetheless 

subject to sharp depreciation. We have organised the possible causes of this depreciation 

into 4 categories: 

Editors 

 How far the software has got through its product lifecycle (Available, End of Support, 

End of extended support, End of life...); 

 Important releases of new versions; 

 Repackaging: this can increase the prices of licences that will, for example, only be 

sold in packages with other possibly-unwanted software; 

 Changes in licensing models (following M&A deals for example): this might also cause 

a licence price to increase, seeing as the second-hand market may be the only way to 

access a particular licensing model; 

 Orphaned software, abandoned by developers. 

Users 

 Whether software is accepted or not by its users; 

 The number of users; 

 The software community’s existence/size and activeness; 

 The number of highly-skilled users. 

External causes 

 Fiscal / legal / business regulation changes; 

 Technological breakthroughs; 

 National security policies (ex : PRISME); 

 Changes in B2B relations with clients or suppliers necessitating a specific 

technological requirement. 

Products 

 Stability; 

 Security/vulnerability problems; 

 Documentation quality; 

 Packaging (Was the product sold in a bundle? If yes, how big was it?). 
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Beyond these factors, as the market starts to mature, prices will tend to be set through ad 

hoc negotiation between sellers and potential buyers. 

3.4. Second-hand software maintenance 

As covered previously, the legal framework behind the secondary software market 

(exhaustion of distribution rights) only applies to asset purchase agreements (licences). It 

doesn’t allow companies to circumvent editors’ terms concerning the transfer of associated 

service contracts. 

How then can companies maintain software acquired on the secondary market in 

operational conditions? What are the possible maintenance solutions? 

Before answering these questions, it is worth having a look at the added value maintenance 

actually brings. 

3.4.1. What added value does maintenance brings? What exactly does 

it involves? 

While for most companies, it still seems natural to turn to editors for maintenance, others 

are wondering how much value they actually add, especially if companies are just looking for 

business continuity. 

Maintenance is expensive, typically between 17% and 22% of annual licence fees, and 

editors’ pricing models do not dissociate between ongoing maintenance (i.e. financing 

upgrades) and corrective maintenance, even in simple contracts. 

Maintenance and support costs usually cover two types of service: 

 Corrective maintenance and support: fixing bugs, providing patches… 

 Ongoing maintenance: the right to use new releases and versions of software. 

Exceptions aside, companies have to buy upgrade rights they often don’t need simply to gain 

access to editors’ support services. Nevertheless, it is worth pointing out that this 

dependence on editors for bug fixes stems from problems to do with the software industry 

itself. If the inherent complexity of software becomes too much, it obliges users to tolerate 

the defaults of sometimes less-than-satisfactory products. 

But actually how much use is this support in stable, long-standing business environments? 

More often than not, once an application has been in place for a while, the number of 

support requests related to it goes down sharply. 
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In light of maintenance costs, what businesses actually need, and the risks associated with 

upgrades, systematically turning to editors for ongoing maintenance, and even for support 

services, is questionable, especially for businesses with level 1 and 2 support teams. And 

then, what is the point of having access to support for older versions, if companies have no 

plans to upgrade, and all editor support requests simply end in a recommendation to 

upgrade? In this regard, some IT departments have bitterly commented that: “In practice, 

even if they have subscribed to maintenance and they regularly pay their fees, a large part of 

business applications are not maintained”. 

It is clear, though, that over time editors have managed to secure their position (according 

to different studies, the gross profit margins from maintenance are between 60% and 80%) 

by exploiting companies’ Almost duty to maintain access to support services. Section 

managers and operations managers would prefer to keep up unnecessary spending rather 

than risk being responsible for a malfunction. Consequently, even though support services 

are in some cases unnecessary, these type of decisions may need to be made higher up in 

the company hierarchy. 

3.4.2. Software that doesn’t require maintenance 

For some highly standardised products, things are much easier, since the associated 

maintenance services boil down to a long-term pre-financing of future versions. If companies 

don’t plan on using these, then it is definitely worth considering terminating these services. 

Microsoft, for example, automatically gives the necessary patches and updates for its 

software to its licensed clients for free during its “patch Tuesdays”. In this case, its Software 

Assurance has little practical use if no version upgrades are going to be made in the next 36 

months. 

A large number of business applications can meet these requirements in the right context. 

Such is the case, for example, for certain virtualisation and Business Intelligence solutions. 

As the Total Cost of Ownership (TCO) here is simply the purchase price of the licences, the 

secondary market is a very pertinent way to optimise business costs. 

3.4.3.  Reactivating editor maintenance services 

For software that is particularly complex, or that will be used over a particularly long period, 

application maintenance and ongoing maintenance are unavoidable. 
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The simplest solution in these cases is to reactivate maintenance services with the editor. 

This solution allows users to take advantage of upgrades and of potential guarantees, 

amongst other things, and creates an ideal start for the rest of the commercial relationship. 

Editors cannot refuse these reactivation demands: refusing to sell in a dominant position is 

an offense reprehensible under competition law. It also tends to be in the interest of 

software vendors to reactivate their maintenance services: it allows them to regain extra 

margins on licences that would otherwise have been decommissioned, to increase their 

customer base, and even to gain clients they would not have reached otherwise. 

3.4.4.  Application third-party maintenance (3PM) 

In addition to the second-hand software market, management teams can also use 

maintenance as a lever to reduce the TCO of applications. As previously shown, new 

software versions, which are sold as part of maintenance services, are only rarely installed 

during the lifecycle of a business application. Recognising this, new third-party maintenance 

companies have sprung up to replace editors. Their services differ from editors’ seeing as 

they cannot offer updated versions. However, they focus on delivering high quality, 

responsive technical support services. Since they ask for much lower maintenance fees than 

editors, their services are much more suited for the needs of certain businesses. 

With savings of up to 50% on licences and maintenance, the TCO of an application can be 

considerably reduced thanks to the secondary software market and to third-party 

maintenance. 

3.4.5. Terminating maintenance services 

Software maintenance is a big source of expenditure for IT departments, even though some 

business applications hardly change and new virtualisation technologies are increasing the 

lifecycle of hardware installations. In light of this observation, maintenance organisation 

needs to evolve, and in some cases companies should even be thinking about terminating 

their maintenance contracts. If the expected lifespan of a business application is under 5 

years (mostly the case), then deciding not to subscribe to a maintenance contract leads to 

considerable savings, even if the licences will need to be renewed when the application is 

renewed. 
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 Hotline Fix Upgrade 

Editor 
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editors 
   

Autonomous 3PM    

Figure 14. Various alternatives of using support 

(SOFTCORNER, 2014) 

 

3.5. How to buy / sell second-hand software?  

3.5.1. Selling: purchased licences, installed 

bases, used products, organisational 

aspects 

The emergence of a secondary software market is a recent 

evolution that needs to be taken into account by business leaders. 

Buying software is a typical business process that starts with the 

management team expressing the need for the software, which 

then gets looked at by the IT, Purchasing and Legal teams as well 

as by General Management, depending upon how important the 

software is. 

Selling software requires a business procedure where those 

involved in SAM, in the Purchasing and Legal Departments, and in 

General Management determine whether the software is eligible 

for sale or not, and follow-up interactions with other market 

players. 

This process, still uncommon in most businesses, may require 

some time to put in place, as it requires the creation of a new 

business procedure. Nonetheless, once the process has been set 

up, it can lead to considerable savings. 

 

 

Testimonial 

IT shared service centres are 

generally seen, from a business 

point of view, as a source of 

expenditure, and are structured as 

such. While purchasing processes 

exist and are widespread, sales 

processes still need to be 

established. First of all, selling 

unused licences requires changing 

the corporate culture (raising 

awareness, training) within the 

shared services centre. Next, the 

business processes need to be 

implemented, and all the necessary 

employees trained. Their roles 

already exist in other business 

divisions. But selling a product that 

is not part of the core business 

requires some adjustments to be 

made in order to: 

- Correctly handle taxes (VAT…) and 

contracts. 

- Comply with accounting, fiscal, 

legal and archiving rules 

- Work with the Finance and Audit 

Departments 

Evaluating the costs of 

implementation and establishing 

specific resale rules, which depend 

on the accounting methods used 

when the software was purchased, 

are essential for ensuring the 

durability of the service 

Sylvain KAHN 

EDF 

«
  

»
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3.5.2. Buying: analysing business needs and designing purchasing 

programmes 

Buying second-hand licences is not fundamentally different from buying conventional 

licences. The conventional buying process includes: 

 A predictive analysis of functional needs in 2 years’ time ; 

 Using this analysis to create a purchasing programme ; 

 Writing a competitive tender ; 

 Selecting and negotiating with the winner. 

Second-hand licences have added a new aspect: maintenance. As explained previously, 

needing to reactivate maintenance licences can lead to various different scenarios: 

 Reactivating maintenance services with the editor ; 

 Activating maintenance services with a third-party company, associated with the 

editor, and that provides access to corrective maintenance and upgrades ; 

 Activating maintenance services with an independent third-party company that can 

only offer corrective maintenance ; 

 No maintenance, for when licences are relatively stable and editor maintenance 

would be unnecessary, even useless. 

In light of the different possible maintenance scenarios, purchasing strategies and processes 

can differ from standard purchasing procedures. 

If companies should decide to take up maintenance services with editors, it is possible for 

them to negotiate maintenance costs beforehand for future second-hand licences (during 

the initial maintenance negotiations). For large clients, when the balance of power is clearly 

in their favour, they should take care to obtain very competitive prices. 
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Figure 15. A new decision-making process (SOFTCORNER, 2014) 

 

3.5.3. The buying and selling of second-hand software by public 

entities  

3.5.3.1. BUYING 

Regarding purchases, public entities are either subject to the French Public Procurement 

Code, or to order no. 2005-649 of June 6th 2005. 

The changes brought by the secondary software market are going to modify the 

relationships between editors and public entities. 

Currently, when authorities have new projects involving software purchases, they launch 

formal public tenders. Sometimes though, when renewing software, purchases are made 

without soliciting competition, a deal or framework agreement having been made with a 

unique supplier. In doing so, public authorities act under article 35 II 8 of the French Public 

Procurement Code (the right to use an exclusive supplier based on “technical reasons, 

artistic reasons, or the protection of exclusivity rights”). 

The arrival of the second-hand market has opened up competition by providing an 

alternative to editors. This has led some to question the situation of exclusivity held by 

certain editors. 
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Deals and framework agreements with suppliers will become 

less common as the market opens up to second-hand sellers. 

The extra competition will allow public authorities to obtain 

better prices, and rebalance market forces in what has been a 

rather captive market. Public buyers should make sure that 

their tenders explicitly state the fact that they could buy on the 

secondary market. 

Recommended action 

 Dissociating the markets for purchasing and for 

maintenance ; 

 Dissociating corrective and ongoing maintenance ; 

 Making it possible to extend maintenance contracts to 

second-hand software. 

 

Second-hand software is going to change the public market for 

software, opening it up to competition, and therefore advantageous for public buyers.  

3.5.3.2. SELLING 

Regarding the sale of software assets, although the State is subject to strict competition 

rules concerning public tenders (article R3211-36 of the French general Code on public 

property), other public entities have more freedom. The only necessary prerequisite for a 

public entity to sell intangible goods is a favourable vote by the entity’s decision-making 

body. 

3.6. Good practices 

While companies can make significant savings through the secondary software market, they 

need to make sure they have understood all the implications and that they follow a certain 

number of good practices, to fully take advantage of it without taking unnecessary risks. 

3.6.1. Calling on qualified intermediaries  

Buying second-hand software is nothing other than buying the right to legally use the 

software. Why buy a licence though, if it won’t guarantee compliance during an audit? In 

practice, before buying, companies need to check that licences: 

1. Are characterised by genuine records confirming the first issuance by editors; 

2. Can be traced back to this issuance and proved to be unique. 

Testimonial 

“For the Legal Department at MINEF, 

the sale of software assets is 

considered a sales contract as defined 

by article 1582 and 1583 of the French 

Civil Code. The contract is not 

therefore subject to Code of Public 

Procurement, as the sale of goods by a 

public entity can be regulated by the 

general Code on public property 

(CG3P).” 

Florence PERROT, 

CNAM-TS  

« 

»
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Figure 16. Usual transfer process (SOFTCORNER, 2014) 

As anything else could potentially be an imitation, an intermediary’s first job is to make sure 

the software can be traced back to issuance, in order to protect their clients and allow them 

to make informed decisions.  

Beyond this basic requirement, the other challenges of the secondary market are more 

operational: 

 How easy is it to find the required software? 

 How easy is it to sell it? 

 What price? 

 For when? 

 How much? 

Companies have devised various different models for answering these questions. 

There are 3 major challenges facing the second-hand software market: 

 Matching supply and demand of unused second-hand software ; 
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 Managing the legal, technical and financial aspects of transactions ; 

 Providing operational assistance during transfers (transferring proof of legitimacy, 

executable files, activation codes etc.). 

Consequently, intermediaries should focus on these areas of expertise. Nonetheless, 

transactions can still take place between buyers and 

sellers without their help. However, companies need to 

have done the necessary legal work, verified the scope 

of the licences in question, gone through the licence 

contracts to find and transfer all the necessary proof of 

ownership, and found a client or reseller with the right 

offer. 

3.6.2. Systematic software management 

and optimisation 

Effective licence management is the IT Department’s 

responsibility, and depends on three criteria: 

 A good understanding of the contracts, the 

rights they give, and the software metrics the 

licences use; 

 A rigorous monitoring of where licences are 

installed; 

 A precise inventory of present and upcoming 

usages. 

Buying is not installing, and installing is not using! Many 

purchased and installed licences are hardly used by 

collaborators. 

The main reasons for this are incorrect assessments of 

the company’s software needs and superficial 

knowledge of its software usages. 

Some Software Asset Management tools provide 

detailed software usage statistics for individual users.  

Physical inventories of servers and work stations are 

regularly carried out by businesses. They provide a basis 

to work on for SAM. The fact that more and more 

Testimonial 

EDF has been investing for many 

years in the management of its 

software assets. At the heart of its IT 

shared service centre, a team 

dedicated to monitoring contracts 

and Software Asset Management 

makes sure all the software contracts 

are still valid. This team works in 

close collaboration with business 

units, the Purchasing Department and 

the IT Department. Good 

management, processes and tools 

(inventory automation, 

reconciliations…) are necessary for a 

controlled deployment of software 

licences, and allow companies to: 

- optimise software usage by 

reallocating unused licences and by 

terminating the superficial mainte-

nance contracts of certain software 

versions.  

- control the risks of non-compliance. 

Understanding the software base is a 

powerful negotiation tool for 

renewing maintenance contracts and 

for further purchases. Nowadays, not 

only does systematic management of 

software assets help to manage costs 

and risks, it is also essential for 

identifying software that could be 

resold, therefore adding to the value 

that SAM services bring to shared 

service centres. 

Sylvain KAHN 

EDF 

«

»
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software metrics depend on the hardware being used can be used as a preliminary SAM 

conformity test. 

Too often, internal and external specialists only involve during editor audits, during the 

initial stages of projects, and in response to court-ordered reorganisations. However, 

businesses would do well to adopt a more systematic, long-term approach to SAM. 

Since 2008-2010, most large companies have acquired greater maturity concerning these 

matters. Small specialist teams have been formed within IT departments to manage 

software licence contracts. This long-term management has drastically reduced risks, and is 

the first step for large groups towards optimising software licence management via the 

resale of excess licences. 

This allows companies to evaluate licence usage precisely. For unused licences, companies 

have two possibilities. 

The decision to lift the ban on licence transfers has allowed companies more flexibility in 

their internal licence management. It is now possible for complex organisations in Europe to 

transfer internally licences between their departments and their European subsidiaries. 

Monitoring licence usage in large companies requires setting up intra-company transfer 

platforms. 

If a licence cannot be reused within a business, then selling it on the second-hand market 

allows the company to generate some exceptional income. 

3.6.3. Reducing the use of bundles 

“Bundle” offers may seem reassuring to clients at first glance. However, great vigilance is 

required to avoid the negative effects they can bring further through projects.  

There are two kinds of bundles: 

 Editor bundles : they group various different features into a single product ; 

 Commercial bundles: often used in Enterprise Licence Agreement programmes (ELA), 

they list the usable licenses and their usage conditions. 

The first step concerning editor bundles is to compare the range of functions they offer with 

companies’ software needs. If the bundle contains sizeably more than the company needs, 

but the further development of a project would require these extra licences, should the 

company buy the entire bundle? Despite requiring more work during the pre-sale phase, it 

can sometimes be wise, if possible, to target the exact software needed rather than buying a 

bundle. 
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As for commercial bundles, there is a golden rule to be kept: every licence they include must 

be explicitly listed with their product codes, their descriptions, the metrics used by each 

licence individually, and their quantities, all in compliance with the official content of the 

price list published by editors. Maintenance fees must also be made explicit for every licence 

in the bundle. Consequently, clients retain their freedom to buy and sell the licences that 

make up the bundle. 

3.6.4. How to negotiate efficiently with editors 

3.6.4.1. THE STAKES 

The changes in the software market need to be taken into account by all of the market 

players. When negotiating or renegotiating with editors, companies need to pay close 

attention to the terms regarding second-hand software and maintenance reactivation. 

3.6.4.2. RESALE 

(Only valid if the software in question meets the eligibility criteria as defined in section 

3.7.5). 

Terms authorising the resale of purchased software are unnecessary in light of the Court of 

Justice of the European Union ruling on July 3rd 2012. Terms regarding resale should not be 

negotiated, they are part of user rights. Indeed, selling unused software is legal in all cases. 

Any terms that state the opposite will be invalidated. Users can therefore transfer all or part 

of their unused software to third parties. The following types of clauses should be ignored: 

“You are not authorised to transfer this contract or the software concerned.” 

As such, users have the right to download software from editors’ servers, and to renew their 

activation means should they have expired. Users may also want to negotiate terms that 

cover the exercise of these rights, in order to facilitate the resale of unused software. 

3.6.4.3. CONTRACT TERMS FOR SIMPLIFYING RESALE 

3.6.4.3.1. CONTRACT DIVISIBILITY 

When negotiations span different kinds of licences, users should take careful note of usage 

boundaries and the associated metrics, of the purchase price, and of maintenance fees, for 

each program individually. With this information, users will put themselves in a better 

position to break up these contracts should they want to sell any unused software. The 

following clause can be inserted:  
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“The software programs as defined in article X of this contract may be split up, should the 

contractee wish to sell them separately. Only software programs that cannot be split up for 

technical reasons must be sold together.” 

3.6.4.3.2. REACTIVATING MAINTENANCE ON LICENCES BOUGHT FROM THIRD 

PARTIES  

Purchasing second-hand software is an opportunity for companies to complete their 

software bases at a reduced cost. Extending maintenance contracts that already cover 

similar software programs then allows them to maintain software bases that get upgraded 

together. Users therefore need to negotiate these potential contract extensions as well as 

future maintenance fees right from their initial maintenance contract. The following clause 

can be used: 

“The editor commits to extending, with similar financial considerations, the present 

maintenance contract to other [kind of software] software, to software of the same kind 

purchased from non-affiliated third parties.” 
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4. WHAT OF THE IMPACT ON THE DIFFERENT PLAYERS IN THE 

ECOSYSTEM? 

4.1. Software vendors 

If one were to make a judgement based on the reactions of certain editors, the new 

legalisation and the development of a secondary software market would be a total breach of 

authors’ rights, paving the way for all sorts of acts of non-conformity, and would represent a 

major threat to a weak ecosystem. Naturally these reactions need to be put into perspective. 

Admittedly, the secondary software market has changed the model (licence/maintenance) 

that worked so well for software vendors. Though, as we will see, the benefits seem to 

outweigh the disadvantages. 

Firstly, regarding compliance, the emergence of the secondary market may have a 

surprisingly powerful – and much needed - standardisation effect (37% of professional 

software in France is non-compliant according to BSQ). A detailed knowledge of the software 

base, the first stage of Software Asset Management (SAM), is often a prerequisite for fully 

taking advantage of the secondary market. Moreover, by allowing companies to purchase 

licences at reduced prices, the second-hand market lowers the cost of compliance, therefore 

inciting more companies to comply. 

As for fears that the secondary market will cannibalise the primary market, analogies with 

other industries can be quite interesting. In the automotive industry for example, the 

secondary market is not a threat, but on the opposite, a powerful driving force that actually 

adds value to assets (the resale value of cars being a strong commercial argument). 

Moreover, it is largely run by manufacturers themselves. 

Besides, it is necessary to distinguish between editors that dominate the market, sometimes 

even enjoying monopoly status, and the large majority trying to strengthen their market 

presence. The secondary market may admittedly be a shortfall for the former (keeping in 

mind, however, the effects on compliance), but for the latter, it can actually boost sales by 

offering solutions in case of budgetary or amortisation problems. 

Finally, over recent years, editors have seen their businesses shift from selling licences to 

selling maintenance. Nowadays, for some editors, maintenance fees make up the majority of 

their earnings. There is strong evidence of this in their surprising ability to offer large 

reductions on licence prices. By reactivating “dead” (unused) licences, the secondary market 
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actually helps editors to recover strategic revenue they would otherwise have lost, and 

increases their client base. 

4.2. Systems integrators and IT consultancies 

For resellers, systems integrators and other IT consultancies, the advantages of the 

secondary software market are much clearer. 

The IT industry has historically been built on a balance between editors (that can be 

considered the only “real” software industrialists) and IT consultancies. As for systems 

integrators, they are having to deal with: 

 Falling revenues: a consequence of 6 years of economic crisis, despite sharp 

reduction of margins on software resale and the implementation of vendor rebates 

by editors (back-end rebates, volume bonuses…); 

 The arrival of SaaS : 

o Editors are repositioning themselves as service providers and putting aside 

their usual partners ; 

o Solutions are becoming more and more standardised, requiring less third-

party technical expertise. 

With the market entering a consolidation phase (an early sign a cycle is ending), IT 

consultancies must adapt to survive. While it cannot revolutionise their situation, the 

secondary software market does provide them with some opportunities.  

Without being exhaustive, here are some of them: 

1. Using second-hand software requires additional services 

Just as with conventional software, buyers of second-hand software will require a 

number of additional services including integration, customisation and user training 

in order to ensure optimal implementation. These needs are opportunities for the IT 

ecosystem. 

2. Using second-hand software reduces project costs, which in turn boosts sales 

In some cases, IT consultants may use the secondary market to reduce the fees they 

charge, without sacrificing their margins: 

1. For licences that make up 20 to 30% of project costs, using the second-

hand market can mean total savings 10 up to 15%; 

2. For non-critical projects, using previous versions (stable and less 

expensive) for certain reporting or DBMS applications can be both 

sufficient and satisfactory. 
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3. The possibility of selling dormant assets through buyback programmes gives clients 

more purchasing power 

Which systems integrators, IT consultancies and resellers should companies use? 

Who has never had to deal with the strict budget constraints of their clients? 

Negotiations in this type of situation generally lead to one of two outcomes: either 

reduced profit margins (or simply no business at all), or loss of added value. There is, 

however, the alternative of giving clients more purchasing power. Buyback 

programmes, well established in the automotive industry and made possible by the 

second-hand software market, seem to be the right way to achieve this objective, 

especially given the number of dormant assets owned by companies. 

4. Offering honourable exit solutions for companies that have made bad decisions 

Other tricky but typical situations occur when companies mishandle their 

implementation strategies and, more generally, when they make bad purchasing 

decisions. These leave companies with unnecessary software licences in addition to 

their unsuccessful investments. Their first reflex is naturally to blame their systems 

integrator and ask them to take the software back. More often than not though, 

systems integrators refuse, which can result in a genuine lack of understanding. The 

secondary market provides an honourable exit solution for both of them, helping to 

preserve their interests and relationship. 

All these reasons mean that IT consultancies in general will be particularly affected by the 

nascent second-hand software market. 

4.3. Cost-killers 

Cost-reduction specialists, especially those focusing on IT, have found the second-hand 

software market to be a particularly useful tool for reducing their clients’ expenditure, and 

even for generating income.  

Their expertise can be divided into the following topics: 

 Software Asset Management. There are many savings to be made under the 

guidance of cost-killers (correctly assessing projects, renegotiating contracts with 

editors, internally redistributing unused licences, decommissioning unnecessary 

programs etc.) ;  

 Second-hand purchases. By opting for second-hand licences, cost reduction 

consultants can considerably reduce the amount of money spent on licences; 

 Selling unused licences. Although less common than the previous solutions, this 

possibility allows businesses to potentially recover considerable sums of money. 

Cost-killers can then take a share of the profits made. 
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4.4. Software Asset Managers 

Software Asset Management is an emerging profession, especially in France. 

These managers make sure their companies are compliant, and suggest, for larger 

companies, ways to reduce the number of licences acquired and the number of licences 

required. 

Barely a third of large companies currently have a duly designated Software Asset Manager. 

Their responsibilities involve reducing risks of non-compliance and optimising software 

bases. For this, they are required to: 

 Draw up an inventory of all the required licences, i.e. identify all the products and 

software components installed across the business infrastructure and used directly or 

indirectly by employees (internal or external) and/or all other peripherals within the 

business; 

 Draw up an inventory of all the acquired licences, i.e. licence rights and support 

contracts bought from various editors but also from distributors, IT consultancies, 

hardware suppliers and brokers. This is one of the key missions of SAMs, and requires 

them to work with buyers, legal experts and IT managers. 

Using the data from these inventories, SAMs can evaluate compliance and identify the 

mismatches between acquired and required licences, organised by contract type, product 

type, edition and version. These complex analyses take into account the different kinds of 

contracts, metrics and usage… 

SAMs play a major role in identifying areas for optimisation, which they then suggest to the 

IT and Purchasing Departments. 

The main types of optimisation they suggest are: 

 Technical optimisation (finding ways to optimise infrastructure, architecture and 

virtualisation in order to reduce the number of licences and the maintenance 

required); 

 Usage optimisation (bringing licences and functionalities into line with actual usage, 

reducing the number of users, bringing support contracts into line with actual 

needs…); 

 Contract and purchasing optimisation (appropriate contract terms for the type of 

company, specific metrics, conversion clauses, transfer clauses…); 
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 Financial optimisation (lining up amortisation periods with actual usage, buying or 

leasing, writing off unused software…). 

Software Asset Managers also have a role to play in purchasing processes and in 

negotiation, even though they are not directly responsible for these.  

Before starting to negotiate with editors, they also need to determinate the actual number 

of licences and the level of maintenance needed by companies, based on their current 

usages (inventory) and on their projected needs (projects, expected software changes, 

software base optimisation). They should then communicate these needs to the IT and 

Purchasing teams in charge of negotiations, and take part in analysing propositions and 

contracts. 

SAMs need to be able to minimise software costs. A way to do this is with strategic sourcing 

techniques for identifying potential sources of savings, for example, using second-hand 

software or third-party maintenance. 

Given their experience with licences and contracts, and their knowledge of the software 

base, SAMs are frequently put in charge of managing audit processes to do with evaluating 

hardware and usage. They are often responsible for coordinating inventories across 

subsidiaries in order to comply with increasingly demanding editor constraints.  

Finally, SAMs, as software park managers, are responsible for internally allocating licences 

according to the inventories they have drawn up, and in light of any corporate changes 

(subsidiary recruitment, M&A, externalisation…). They also assist with invoicing and re-

invoicing processes. 

SAMs contribute to and share their expertise with many different business functions 

(Purchasing, IT, Legal, Finance…). Their purpose is not only to reduce costs (and cost 

overruns), but also to avoid expenditure related to editor litigations (compliance, assistance 

during audits, counter-audits). 

Finally, SAMs must act as consultants by helping clients to optimise their software budgets. 

They may, for example, sell surplus licences or buy missing licences second-hand, in order to 

ensure compliance and respond to new business needs. 

4.5. Computer hardware recycling / reconditioning 

While many businesses would like to extend the lifecycle of their hardware setups in order 

to reduce costs, rapid obsolescence (processing power doubles every 18 months according 

to Moore’s law) and the rise of maintenance costs (after three to four months, the 
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maintenance costs of a hardware setup go up by 59% according to a recent study by WiPro 

Product Strategy and Services), make them frequently renew their hardware, typically every 

3 years. 

Since 2003, the European directive WEEE (Waste Electronic and Electrical Equipment) has 

set new standards for all businesses about the disposal of computing equipment. It favours 

recycling and reconditioning as part of an ecological and social initiative (reducing the digital 

divide by putting cheap hardware on the market). 

This development has favoured the emergence of a whole new ecosystem of businesses, 

from collectors and resellers to hardware recyclers (workstations and servers). But above all, 

through the creation of a secondary market for individual parts, it has allowed third-party 

businesses onto the market that allow companies to upkeep their hardware without having 

to rely on manufacturers. 

Have we tied up all the loose ends? Not quite yet. 

While hardware is now part of this virtuous circle, software still has a way to go. The actors 

of the secondary market are too often faced with helpless clients, both when 

decommissioning and when purchasing software. For the former, is it really possible to talk 

of value-creation when a storage unit in perfect condition, bought some years earlier for 

several hundred thousand euros, is resold for the price of the metal (a couple of hundred 

euros)? What are the reasons behind such a disparity? The absence of a way to capitalise on 

the software that represents most of the value of these assets. For the latter, why bother 

buying this equipment, even if it is inexpensive and in perfect condition, if it won’t be 

possible to install the necessary software for it to function? 

Although some editors have partially addressed these problems (notably Microsoft with its 

Windows MAR licences), too often they are drowned out 

by a jumble of different practices. 

The secondary licence market is therefore here to 

complete the refurbished hardware market, making it a 

viable solution for the upkeep of business 

applications…while staying compliant. 
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5. CONCLUSION 

Second-hand software is not a new market in itself, but the consequence of an evolving 

software market. Thanks to services such as SAM and maintenance, it represents an 

opportunity for companies to regain independence and rebalance supplier relations. 

This change is an important step in the maturing of the business IT ecosystem, as it has 

favoured the emergence of a new market sector that benefits both companies and the 

different suppliers of associated services. 

In light of everything addressed in this White Paper, the secondary software market now 

benefits from a stable and long-term legal framework, and is open to businesses of all sizes. 

Businesses interested in finding out more about the secondary software market, whether for 

buying or selling, now have at their disposal the first operational, dedicated and unique 

French B2B market place: http://www.softcorner.eu 

http://www.softcorner.eu/
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